Introduction
Epinephrine (EP), a hormone produced by the adrenal medulla, is also a significant neurotransmitter in the central nervous system of mammals. 1 Vital responses like blood pressure and respiratory rate as well as essential body functions can be controlled by the hormone epinephrine. 2 Regulation of EP levels is significant for the maintenance of the homoeostasis of the body. 3 Anxiety disorders are a result of increased concentration of catecholamines and their metabolites. Hence, the determination of EP has attracted much attention and is of clinical interest, especially in the diagnosis of Parkinson's disease, extracranial solid cancer in children, hypertension and benign tumor. 2 Numerous analytical methods have been proposed for the determination of EP in genetic fluids and medicinal preparations during recent years. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Most of these methods are costly, complicated and time consuming and was found to exhibit poor selectivity and low sensitivity.
Fluorescent sensing has developed as an active practice for the quantitative analysis of catecholamines in clinical applications. 9 Herein, we explore the emission properties of PCN, which were synthesized from honey, and its use as a turn-on type fluorescent reporter of EP. The introduced method is based on the interaction of EP with PCN, resulting in the fluorescence enhancement of PCN.
Experimental

Chemicals and instrumentation
Chemicals of analytical grade were used for the assay. All solutions were prepared using Milli Q water. A JAZ-EL-200-X spectrofluorimeter was used for fluorescence measurements. Horiba Fluorolog-3 was used for lifetime measurements. Morphology of the nanoparticles was investigated by TEM (JEOL/JEM 2100).
Analytical procedure
Freshly prepared EP stock solutions were diluted in water to give desirable concentrations, mixed with 2 mL of the probe and fluorescence intensity (500 to 550 nm) was recorded each time by exciting at a wavelength of 400 nm. I0 and I are the fluorescence intensities of PCN in the absence and presence of EP. The probe PCN was synthesized by a procedure as reported elsewhere. 10, 11 
Results and Discussion
Fluorescence quantum efficiency of the synthesized PCN was determined using rhodamine 6G as an emission standard. The following equation was used for the calculation of the quantum
where ΦRh is the quantum efficiency of reference rhodamine 6G, IPCN and IRh are the integrated fluorescence intensities of PEG6000 coated carbon nanoparticles and Rh 6G, respectively, with ARh and APCN being the absorbance of the reference and PCN, and ηPCN and ηRh represent the refractive indices of the solvents used. The quantum efficiency for PCN was calculated to be 0.6. The addition of EP to PCN results in an enhancement of its fluorescence intensity. In order to evaluate the performance of the assay, the fluorescence intensity of PCN in the presence of EP solutions of varying concentrations ranging from 9.90 × 10 -9 and 1.07 × 10 -7 M was measured. A gradual increase in fluorescence intensity was observed with an increase in concentration of EP (Fig. 1 Herein, a simple, sensitive and selective turn-on fluorescent method for the determination of epinephrine (EP), an important hormone and neurotransmitter, is described. The method is based on the interaction of EP with PEG6000 coated carbon nanoparticles (PCN) resulting in the fluorescence enhancement of PCN. A linear relationship was obtained between the fluorescence intensity and concentration of EP in the 9.90 × 10 -9 -1.07 × 10 -7 M range; the detection limit being 7.59 × 10 -10 M. Furthermore, we demonstrated the application of the present approach in a synthetic urine sample, which suggested its great potential for diagnostic purposes. Notes range (R 2 = 0.998) and the limit of detection (LOD) was found to be 7.59 × 10 -10 M (Fig. 1 inset) . In order to study the reproducibility of the proposed method, the assay was repeated five times with 9.90 × 10 -9 M concentration of the analyte and its RSD was calculated to be 0.1%.
Keywords
Sensing mechanism
Changes in the fluorescence intensity of nanoparticles may occur due to changes in their surface properties. 9 There are reports that compounds containing electron rich atoms or functional groups can effectively enhance fluorescence via surface interactions. 9, 12, 13 NH2 and OH groups present in EP can provide electrons to the fluorophore and thereby bind with the surface defects present on it leading to the removal of the local trap states and formation of more radiative centers on the surface.
TEM analysis was carried out so as to understand the interaction of EP with PCN. A TEM image of PCN clearly shows the aggregation of these nanoparticles in the presence of EP (Fig. 2) . Nonradiative decay processes are blocked upon aggregation and this causes an increase in the rate of radiative electron hole recombination resulting in fluorescence enhancement. 10 In comparison to the quantum efficiency of PCN, quantum efficiency of PCN in the presence of EP was calculated to be 0.8. This further contributes to the fluorescence enhancement of PCN.
Knowledge of the excited state lifetime of a fluorophore is crucial for quantitative interpretations of numerous fluorescence measurements such as quenching, enhancement, polarization, etc. 14 Lifetime of PCN in the absence and presence of EP was calculated to be 0.5 and 0.6 ps, respectively, which supports the finding that there is an enhancement in photoluminescence intensity of PCN in the presence of EP.
Selectivity
Selectivity is the most important general issue in chemical sensing. 15 To check the selectivity of the system, the fluorescence intensity of PCN was measured in the presence of some biologically important compounds such as EP, norepinephrine (NE), homovannilic acid (HA), creatinine (CR), ascorbic acid (AA) and uric acid (UA). Among these only EP was found to effectively enhance the fluorescence intensity of the probe whereas all others caused weak fluorescence variations ( Fig. 3) . Even though NE is structurally similar to EP, NE did not enhance the fluorescence intensity of the probe as much as EP did. This may be because EP possesses an electron rich secondary amine moiety compared to the primary amine moiety of NE and so the latter may not be able to provide as many electrons to the fluorophore as EP does.
Analytical application
The application of the proposed method was tested by using it for the practical analyses of EP in spiked urine samples. The results are shown in Table 1 and indicate recovery efficiencies between 97.9 and 104.4%. Based on five replicate measurements, the RSD for EP determination in the examined urine samples was found to be 3.2%. Results clearly indicate that the proposed method is in good agreement with those provided by the HPLC method. These findings confirmed that the developed method afforded good precision, accuracy and recovery when applied to spiked urine samples. In a normal case, the amount of EP found in human urine over a 24-h period is 0.5 to 20 mcg. 16 Elevated levels of urinary EP may indicate severe anxiety, ganglioneuroblastoma, pheochromocytoma, stress and other disorders. 16 The detection limit obtained using the proposed method is much below the amount of EP found in normal human urine over a 24-h period, which clearly suggests that this assay can be successfully applied for the determination of EP in biological samples. 
Conclusions
A facile fluorescent sensor for the hormone EP was developed based on the strong fluorescence enhancement of PCN induced by EP. The reaction mechanism is also discussed. The developed method was successfully applied to the determination of EP in urine samples.
